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The Five Steps You Have to Take Today
Article written by White Commercial
Corporation. Views contained herein are
the opinion of the author.
If there is anything that the past several seasons of farming have taught us, it’s that there is indeed nothing
new under the sun. Looking back, the “new plateau” for grain prices which we heard so much about in the
halcyon days of 2007 and 2008 looks like Mt. Everest on a historical chart; running up quickly only to fall nearly
as fast as they rose. While this transition back to an environment more in line with the long term tendencies
has been less than welcomed wholeheartedly, it is indeed the reality we are dealing with today. The days of
being rewarded in spite of not having a grain marketing plan are behind us, but there are opportunities for the
producer who has a plan for dealing with adversity.
Talk in the coffee shop
right now is that there isn’t
any profit to be had
currently, for any crop; but
have you run your numbers
yourself? Knowledge is the
beginning of wisdom, and
having a good grasp on
your production costs is
this first step in obtaining a
wise marketing strategy.
Costs have certainly
dropped from last year; do
you know exactly to what
degree they’ve dropped for
your operation? Got this
figure already? Great, if so
you are 20% finished
implementing your
personalized grain
marketing plan. That feels
pretty good, right? Well guess what; if you can come up with your average expected yield (if you can’t, your
crop insurance agent can) now you are 40% done with your plan! Knowing these two key pieces of information
alone has put you near the halfway point of building your grain selling masterpiece. If you’re unsure at the
moment on these two values, they will both eventually become fully realized; one when you pay all those
invoices headed for your mailbox, the other when the combine runs through the field.
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This next step in putting your marketing strategy into place is likely to be the most vital decision you will make
all year. In fact, this single choice will have the potential to set the tone not only for 2016, but for all the years
to follow. This one decision is really the only one you must make that can’t be made by someone else; what is
your profit goal? Having your cost of production and expected average yields figured in, your breakeven level
is now a known item; now it’s up to you to decide at what level above this to begin selling your grain. Is it at
the breakeven level itself, in order to cover costs so that even if the market continues the downward trend
that has been going on for nearly 4 years now you can still come out ahead? Is it at an 8% ROI that the farming
operation needs to sustain its progress? And if we’re having this discussion with regards to the 2015 crop, is
the point at which you need to take action one where profit isn’t possible, but perhaps one where you need to
draw a line in the sand and set a limit on the amount of losses you will let that crop accrue? Sometimes it is
better to make the mistake than to keep making the mistake. A tough choice, but one that will not go away on
its own accord. This is indeed the hardest of the three values to come up with, but one you must determine,
lest someone else (your lender perhaps?) make it for you. With this number now set, you are now 60%
complete! The math involved now is (COST + PROFIT) / YIELD = TARGET PRICE. That’s right, our old, reliable,
FREE and hard working (17.5 hours a day to be exact) friend the target contract.

The target contract w as largely relegated to the dust bin of
farm marketing history during the past decade or so, but for
those who know its timeless usefulness, it has held its
rightful place as perhaps the best marketing tool out there.
For these target contracts to be successful, they must be
set using the aforementioned process, not merely by using
the latest price du jour (“but I need $4.25 for my corn…I
think”). Last year the magic number was $5.00, the year
before it was $6.00; who knows, next year it could be
$3.50. The point is, perhaps your number is $4.12,
something you likely wouldn’t have come up with on a
whim; you’ll never actually know for sure until you do the
math. And timing; targets can be set well ahead of harvest,
sometimes one or even two years out. This means that you
now have the time for the market to work in your favor, as
opposed to chasing some phantom price from season to
season (the accompanying charts show how the 2015 price
timeline played out). Lastly, and most importantly, target
contracts are FREE; this is a trait that NOT ONE single post
harvest marketing alternative can provide, even those that
claim to pay a premium to the farmer. Speaking of which,
premium is just another word for risk; you likely don’t pay your homeowners insurance agent a premium each
year just because he’s a nice guy, you pay it because you want him to build you a new house if yours burns
down.
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You pay him for that risk. If you are receiving a
premium on a contract, it is imperative that you
understand the risk that you are agreeing to
accept. Know the downside, and more
importantly, know if you can afford that potential
cost! Once you’ve entered your target contracts
into the market to begin working, you are in the
home stretch at 80% complete. Congratulations!
This final point cannot be stressed enough; if you
postpone your marketing until after that bushel
has been harvested, you are already behind the
curve. Costs do nothing but GO UP, every day,
until that bushel is sold, no matter what marketing
alternative you go with. Along with this fact is
another that we all know to be true; the market
does not have to keep up with your costs. In fact, in
such cases as this past year, as evidenced by these
charts, unsold bushels from harvest 2015 have
experienced a double whammy of increased
marketing costs paired with a declining market
price. This is not a position you can stand to be in
if you intend to keep farming in the long run.
So what makes up the final 20% of this grain
marketing process? How do you achieve 100%
success with your marketing program? It’s simple;
ACT NOW! Call us to get this program started and
get these target contracts entered, for this is the
ONLY way that this process will work. No guessing,
no worrying about factors that you can’t control,
just taking that step to sell your grain at a level
that will keep you in the occupation and lifestyle
you hold near and dear to your heart. With this
fifth step you’ve chosen to be deliberate in your
marketing decisions, not giving in to the “anxiety peddlers” out there who make a living by keeping the farmer
indecisive about his income. You’ve recognized that the risk of growing a crop and not having it sold is greater
than the risk of having a crop sold and not growing it. And finally, you’ve taken the actions necessary to ensure
you can do this farming thing all over again next year.
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A proactive approach to farm marketing
has scarcely been more vital than it is
today. We find ourselves in a world that
is awash in grain, claiming both a record
level of food AND fuel that we were told
could never happen. The unexpected
does happen, and you must be prepared
to exercise a marketing plan that will
withstand the unexpected. Droughts and
options will not be your permanent
savior; proactively taking profit off the
table when it’s available will.

Target Price & Profit Per Acre Worksheets
TARGET PRICE FORMULA
CROP
+ COST PER ACRE

PROFIT PER ACRE
CROP
CURRENT CASH PRICE

TARGET R.O.I. FORMULA
CROP
+ COST PER ACRE

+ DESIRED PROFIT PER ACRE

X AVERAGE YIELD

+ DESIRED R.O.I.

= TOTAL DOLLARS NEEDED

= TOTAL DOLLARS AVAILABLE

= PROFIT/ACRE NEEDED

/ AVERAGE YIELD

- COST PER ACRE

/ AVERAGE YIELD

= TARGET PRICE

= PROFIT PER ACRE

= TARGET PRICE

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
(Profit per acre / Cost per acre)

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
(Profit per acre / Cost per acre)

Stop by to begin Your 5 Step Plan!
We are here to help.
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Have you purchased your tickets for
the 5th annual Agribusiness Dinner
yet? The event will take place on
Tuesday March 15th at Kestrel
Ridge. You can get your tickets at
Duffy Grain, Club 60, F&M Bank, or
Mid-State Equipment. Full details
at Duffygrain.com

Troy and his staff are ready to help you with your DOT
inspections. Call 920-623-4160 to set an appointment
today!
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Duffy Grain, Inc.
Duffy Bros., Inc.
PO BOX 250
Columbus, WI 53925
(920)623-4160

We’re on Facebook. www.facebook.com/duffygrain/ stop by and give us a
Check out our website at

www.duffygrain.com
Your complete source for placing target offers, viewing cash bids, discount schedules, and more!
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